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A b s t r a c t . New radio observations from the Australia Telescope Compact Array of the radio 
jet X-ray binary CircinusX-1 are summarized. Radio flux density monitoring around nearly an 
entire orbit is presented, confirming continued radio flaring around phase 0.1 (near periastron 
passage) as well as a lesser enhancement half an orbit later. 

1. Introduction 

CircinusX-1 is an unusual bright and variable X-ray source. The system is also 
radio bright, though having faded since the 1970s when it used to reach peak flux 
densities in excess of 1 Jy (e.g., Haynes et al. 1978). Once every 16.6 days, the 
source undergoes radio, infrared and X-ray activity, indicative of a heightened 
accretion rate. This is generally interpreted as periastron passage of a neutron 
star in an elliptical 16.6 day orbit about its companion. 

The source is embedded within a synchrotron nebula, from which there 
is evidence of emission trailing back towards the nearby supernova remnant 
G321.9-0.3. Furthermore, ATCA maps at 6.3 cm (Stewart et al. 1993) suggest 
the appearance of swept-back jet-like structures extending from the core of Cir X-
1 out into the nebula. They suggest that the source has radio jets c.f. SS 433 
which are swept back due to a high velocity through the ISM away from its 
birthplace in G321.9-0.3. 

2. Observations and Results 

CirX-1 is a very important system for the study of radio jets from X-ray bina
ries, being the only one of these objects for which there is both good evidence for 
the existence of a jet and direct evidence that the compact object is a neutron 
star (from observations of Type I X-ray bursts). However, the declining radio 
brightness since the 1970s makes CirX-1 hard to observe at HartRAO (Nicol-
son, priv. comm.), and observations from MOST at 843 MHz are swamped by 
emission from the surrounding synchrotron nebula. As a result, the observations 
reported here are the first of this source for several years. 

In 1996 July we observed CirX-1 with the ATCA at 6.3 & 3.5 cm on 10 
days over ~ 14 days of its 16.6-day orbit; the 6.3 cm flux density, as a function of 
phase, is plotted in Fig 1. The radio variability over the orbit is well correlated 
with soft X-ray monitoring from the RXTE ASM and this is discussed, along 
with a comparison of the new 6.3 & 3.5 cm radio data, in Fender (1997). 

Mapping of the new data, in particular from the first two runs, which were 
over 12 and 10 hr respectively, reveals some hints of extended structure at a sim
ilar position angle to that of the jet presented in Stewart et al. (1993). However, 
uncertainties in the contribution to the synthesised maps both from intrinsic 
source variability and the synchrotron nebula in which the source is embedded 
make confident interpretation difficult. 
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Figure 1. Flux monitoring of Cir X-l at 6.3 cm with ATCA in 1996 July over most 
of its 16.6-day orbit. The 3.5 cm flux monitoring, not plotted here, tracks the 6.3 cm 
fluxes closely. Note, as well as the enhanced fluxes around phase 0.1 (near periastron 
passage), significant brightening half an orbit later. 

While lack of space precludes an in-depth discussion of the new data, some 
important points should be pointed out; 

• The source continues to undergo radio flaring between phases 0 and 0.2. 

• The secondary flaring observed around phase 0.6 has not been previously 
reported. However, this is correlated with an increase in X-ray activity 
at this phase (see Fender [1997] for a fuller discussion of X-ray : radio 
behavior). 

• The source is significantly stronger in these observations than during the 
observations of Stewart et al. (1993). While still far below the level ob
served in the 1970s (e.g., Haynes et al. 1978), this may indicate a gradual 
brightening over the past five years or so. 
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